Proposed signs mounted back to back on 1 no 76mm post, 2.3m mounting height. Post to be installed to rear of footway.

Existing school sign to be retained

Existing highway signs to be retained

Proposed signs mounted back to back on 1 no 76mm post, 2.3m mounting height. Post to be installed to rear of footway.

Proposed signs mounted back to back on 1 no 76mm post, 2.3m mounting height. Post to be installed within verge 800mm from kerb edge to allow 500mm clearance between road and sign.

Existing 30/40mph speed signs to be retained

Existing 30/40mph speed signs to be retained

Existing interactive (V90025)

Existing school sign to be retained

20mph School Speed Limits

Plumtree School

Entrance to School

Sign ref A

Sign ref B

Proposed signs mounted back to back on 1 no 76mm post, 2.3m mounting height. Post to be installed to rear of footway.

Existing school sign to be retained

Existing highway signs to be retained

Proposed signs mounted back to back on 1 no 76mm post, 2.3m mounting height. Post to be installed to rear of footway.